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ABSTRACT
Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) enables us to create
adaptive agents in challenging environments, even when the agents
have limited observation. Modern MARL methods have focused on
finding factorized value functions. While successful, the resulting
methods have convoluted network structures. We take a radically
different approach and build on the structure of independent Q-
learners. Our algorithm LAN leverages a dueling architecture to
represent decentralized policies as separate individual advantage
functions w.r.t. a centralized critic that is cast aside after training.
The critic works as a stabilizer that coordinates the learning and to
formulate DQN targets. This enables LAN to keep the number of
parameters of its centralized network independent in the number
of agents, without imposing additional constraints like monotonic
value functions. When evaluated on the SMAC, LAN shows SOTA
performance overall and scores more than 80% wins in two super-
hard maps where even QPLEX does not obtain almost any wins.
Moreover, when the number of agents becomes large, LAN uses
significantly fewer parameters than QPLEX or even QMIX. We thus
show that LAN’s structure forms a key improvement that helps
MARL methods remain scalable.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) [1, 5, 12] introduces
additional layers of complexity over single-agent RL: (a) the expo-
nential growth of the joint action space in the number of agents;
(b) the non-stationarity induced by the presence of multiple learn-
ers also known as the moving target problem [16]; (c) and the
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multi-agent credit assignment problem when the agents need to
disambiguate their contribution in a team reward. In this paper, we
consider the cooperative setting with partial observability modeled
as a DecPOMDPs [8, 9].

Centralized Training with Decentralized Execution (CTDE) [4,
6, 9], has become a popular learning paradigm for MARL. The core
idea behind CTDE is that even though decentralized execution
is required the learning is allowed to be centralized. Specifically,
during training, it is often possible to access the global state of the
environment, as well as the observations and actions of all agents.
This allows to break the partial observability, to mitigate the moving
target problem, or the credit assignment problem depending on
the algorithm. Most of the research in off-policy CTDE MARL for
DecPOMDPS focuses on factorizing the joint Q-Value into local
agent utilities [10, 13, 14, 18]. Our main contribution is a novel
algorithm, called LAN, that learns the decentralized Advantages of
best response policies through the centralized learning of a Q-value
proxy with the size of its centralized network independent in the
number of agents. Empirical evaluation on SMAC [11] shows that
LAN performs on par with the current SOTA algorithms on the
easy and hard-maps while outperforming on two super hard-maps
with more than 80% wins. We thus conclude that LAN is highly
promising, as it not only performs well but also scales better in the
number of agents in terms of the number of parameters required.
The full paper is available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.12458.

2 METHOD
Local Advantage Networks (LAN) is a novel value-based algo-
rithm for collaborative partially observable MARL. LAN goes in the
opposite direction of the current SOTA, which focuses on factoriz-
ing 𝑄𝝅 , the Q-value of the joint policy 𝝅 . Instead, LAN learns for
each agent the advantage of the best response policy to the other
agents’ policies.

As in [3], we derive for each agent 𝑎 the single-agent POMDP
induced by fixing the other agents policies. LAN’s best response
policies are expressed as local advantage functions, 𝐴𝜋𝑎 (𝜏𝑎, 𝑢𝑎), of
the induced POMDPs. The local advantages are solely conditioned
on the agent’s observation-action history. To coordinate their learn-
ing, LAN leverages full information about the states and the joint
history at training time via a centralized value function 𝑉 𝝅 . More
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Figure 1: Averaged median test win rate on two SMAC
super-hard maps.

specifically, LAN derives �̃�𝝅
𝑎 a proxy of the local Q-value 𝑄𝜋𝑎 for

each agent 𝑎. The proxy is constructed by summing the local advan-
tage 𝐴𝜋𝑎 with the centralized value of the joint policy 𝑉 𝝅 . While
�̃�𝝅
𝑎 is not a real Q-value and it is conditioned on the full state and

the joint history 𝝉 it can still be used to extract decentralized poli-
cies as the maximizing actions only depend on the agent’s history
𝜏𝑎 .

�̃�𝝅
𝑎 (𝑠,𝝉 , 𝑢𝑎) = 𝑉 𝝅 (𝑠,𝝉 ) +𝐴𝜋𝑎 (𝜏𝑎, 𝑢𝑎) (1)

LAN uses Double DQN [7, 17] to learn �̃�𝝅
𝑎 for all agents 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴

simultaneously. This allows LAN to learn both the centralized value
𝑉 𝝅 and the local advantages 𝐴𝜋𝑎 at the same time by optimizing
a unique loss, resulting in an efficient learning scheme. The local
advantages use a GRU [2] to build a representation of the local
history. To ensure scalability, the centralized Value network reuses
the GRUs’ hidden states of the local advantages to build a represen-
tation of the joint history. This results in the number of parameters
of the centralized value being independent of the number of agents.

In addition to synchronizing the learning, the centralized nature
of 𝑉 𝝅 allows reducing the partial observability while mitigating
the moving target problem and the multi-agent credit assignment
problem. Combined all those elements allow building more accurate
DQN targets for the local advantages resulting in better policies.

Compared to LAN, IQL [15] applies DQN on the local Q-values
𝑄𝜋𝑎 simultaneously for all agents ignoring the moving target prob-
lem, which leads to sub-optimal policies.

Two key differences with a factorized Q-function are: (1) that
LAN does not learn the Q-value of the joint policy but the value (𝑉 ),
and (2) that LAN can represent all decentralized policies, while the
type of functions that can be represented by VDN [14] and QMIX
[10] is limited.

3 EXPERIMENTS
To benchmark LAN we use SMAC1 [11], a set of environments that
runs in the popular video game StarCraft II. We compare LAN to
IQL [15], VDN [14], QMIX [10] and QPLEX [18].

Figure 1 shows themedian test win rate, averaged on at least 6 dif-
ferent seeds, on the two super-hard maps corridor and 3s5z_vs_3s6z.
In corridor, 6 agents of type ’zealot’ fight a team of 24 enemies of
type ’zerlings’. The difficulty of this map comes from the fact that
1We use version SC2.4.6.2.69232 and not SC2.4.10 - performances not comparable.

if the zerlings surround the zealots they will defeat our agents. In
the other map, 3s5z_vs_3s6z, the agents are heterogeneous and the
enemy team has an extra unit. While the baselines did not achieve
any wins, except QPLEX in 3s5z_vs_3s6z with less than 15%, LAN
is able to reach a final performance of at least 80% in both maps.

For those two maps, LAN learns a baiting strategy: one agent
lures part of the enemies to a remote location giving a decisive
advantage to the rest of the agents. The reason for LAN’s perfor-
mance in the two super-hard maps is the ability for an agent to
learn to sacrifice itself for the survival of its team. We believe that
this behavior is easier to discover with LAN than with the mixing
algorithms for two reasons: (1) the shared Value network allows
dead agents to benefit directly from the rewards scored by the other
agents after their death; (2) LAN, by focusing on learning best re-
sponse policies instead of factorizing a joint Q-value, directly learns
for each agent the policy that maximizes the team return.

In 10 of the 12 remaining maps, LAN obtains the same per-
formance as the best performing SOTA algorithm. In the last 2
remaining maps, LAN is 20% below QPLEX which equals VDN’s
performance in one map and is 20% above QMIX and 40% above
VDN in the other. Finally, in the complete benchmark, the average
performance over the 14 maps, LAN outperforms QPLEX by 10%
and ranks first.

4 CONCLUSION
Weproposed Local Advantage Networks (LAN); a novel value-based
MARL algorithm for Dec-POMDPs. LAN leverages the CTDE ap-
proach by building, for each agent, a proxy of the local Q-value
composed of the local advantage and the joint value. The central-
ized learning allows to overcome the partial observability during
training, and learning both networks in parallel, by applying DQN
to the Q-value proxy, synchronizes all value functions to the ever-
changing policies. This results in more accurate DQN targets and
mitigates the moving target problem. To ensure scalability, LAN’s
joint value efficiently summarizes the hidden states produced by
the GRUs of the local advantages to represent the joint history,
keeping its number of parameters is independent of the number of
agents.

We evaluated LAN on the challenging SMAC benchmark where
we performed significantly better or on par compared to state-of-
the-art methods, while its architecture is significantly more scalable
in the number of agents. In the two most complex maps, LAN was
able to learn a complex strategy where one agent would sacrifice
itself for the survival of the team, therefore proving experimen-
tally LAN’s ability to mitigate the multi-agent credit assignment
problem. We believe that the lean architecture of LAN for learning
decentralized policies in a Dec-POMDP is key to learning efficiently
in decentralized partially observable settings.
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